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 A MODERN COMEDY
was dark and wide and streaming with stars. The river
wide, dark and gleaming with oily rays from the Km bank-
meat lamps. The width of it all gave him relief. Dash the
dumps ! A jolly, queer, muddled, sweet and bitter world ;
an immensely intriguing game of chance, no matter how the
cards were falling at the moment! In the trenches he had
thought: ' Get out of this, and I'll never mind anything
again !' How seldom now he remembered thinking that!
The human body renewed itself—they said—in seven years.
In three years' time his body would not be the body of the
trenches, but a whole-time peace body with a fading com-
plex. If only Fleur would tell him quite openly what she
felt, what she was doing about Wilfrid, for she must be
doing something ! And Wilfrid's verse ? Would his con-
founded passion—as Bart suggested—flow in poetry ? And
if so, who would publish it ? A miserable business ! Well
the night was beautiful, and the great thing not to be a pig.
Beauty and not being a pig ! Nothing much else to it—
except laughter—the comic side ! Keep one's sense of
humour, anyway ! And Michael searched, while he strode
beneath plane trees half-stripped of leaves and plume-like
in the dark, for the fun in his position. He failed to find it.
There seemed absolutely nothing funny about love. Pos-
sibly he might fall out of love again some day, but not so
long as she kept him on her tenterhooks. Did she do it on
purpose ? Never! Fleur simply could not be like those
women who kept their husbands hungry and fed them when
they wanted dresses, furs, jewels. Revolting !
He came in sight of Westminster. Only half-past ten !
Suppose he took a cab to Wilfrid's rooms, and tried to have
it out with him. It would be like trying to make the hands
of a clock move backwards to its ticking. What use in say-
ing : " You love Fleur—well, don't ! " or in Wilfrid saying
it to him. * After all, I was first with Fleur/ he thought.

